
Oil

Following a neutral start to the day, the international oil market ended up dropping sharply late yesterday. Fears of a global recession 
and weakening demand amid lockdowns in China led to a bearish sentiment, which was supported by expectations of higher output by 
both Norway and OPEC countries. At the end of the day, the Brent front month contract had fallen almost 10 % and closed at 102,77 
USD/bbl. The market rebounds early Wednesday but volatility will remain high.

Gas
There was no end to the price climbs on the European gas market yesterday, as the fears of further supply cuts from Russia remain the 
big topic, causing a huge risk premium. The strike among Norwegian oil and gas workers added to the upside, but since the Norwegian 
government has intervened and put an end to the strike yesterday evening, this could lead to a day of falling gas prices Wednesday.

Coal
Supply fears also continued to drive the European coal market upwards yesterday. The market is positioning itself ahead of the EU ban 
on Russian coal which will be implemented next month, and the huge supply concerns surrounding gas of course add to the upside. A 
correction seems likely today however as gas falls due to the end of the strike in Norway.

Carbon
Last week’s price climbs on the European carbon market have been replaced by a bearish sentiment this week. The market appears to 
be re-settling in its old trading range just above 80 EUR/t, awaiting further signals surrounding fuel supply to Europe. We expect range-
bound trading and low liquidity in the coming time. 

Hydro
Looking at the forthcoming ten days in the Nordic area, precipitation is expected well above average, while temperatures will likely 
be below normal for most of the period. In the second half of July, we might see warmer conditions, but overall, the current outlook 
remains bearish for the Nordic power market. 

Germany

Early Thursday, the German power market continued the long-lasting uptrend due to the ongoing concerns about gas supply to Europe, 
and the fears of a huge shortfall in gas during the coming winter. Later in the day, the market retreated a bit from its all-time highs, but 
remains around all-time highs on most contracts. We expect a rare day of falling prices Wednesday due to the downwards correction on 
the gas market.

Equities
An otherwise bullish start to the month on the European stock markets ended yesterday with a huge decline on the Stoxx600 Index. It 
fell more than 2 % as recession fears have once again taken over the market. This topic will continue to dominate today, where the Asian 
indexes fall early in the morning, and we expect another bearish session in Europe as well. 

Conclusion

Mild and wet weather forecasts managed to offset the bullish signals from the fuel markets and Germany on the Nordic power market 
yesterday, causing falling prices on several contracts. At the end of the day, the Q4-22 and 2023 contracts closed at 184,50 EUR/MWh 
and 108,75 EUR/MWh respectively. Falling prices appear as the most likely scenario today, as the weather forecasts remain wet and 
mild, while gas and German power falls amid the end to the strike in Norway.
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04-jul 265,97 265,97 142,72 254,47 217,02 159,81 104,76 August 346,00 346,00 133,00 212,10 232,50 198,25 134,00

05-jul 246,06 246,06 83,55 167,59 122,57 161,56 76,17 Q4-22 308,50 314,00 182,85 276,50 245,50 230,25 184,50

06-jul 259,47 251,52 98,13 117,69 142,28 162,58 94,43 2023 255,75 257,75 109,25 190,75 139,25 144,75 108,75


